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1) Rosemarie Castoro, Studio performance in Beaver's Trap (détail), 1977 

 

All of Rosemarie Castoro’s art is about a fine bond between mind and body – gestural, but 
above all disciplined. Lucy Lippard 

Following her first major European retrospective last year at MACBA, Barcelona, Galerie 
Thaddaeus Ropac is pleased to announce its first solo exhibition of American Minimalist 
Rosemarie Castoro (1939-2015) at the Paris Marais gallery. Coinciding with what would have 
been the 80th anniversary of the artist’s birth, the exhibition encompasses all aspects of 
Castoro’s multi-faceted practice, spanning the mid-sixties to the mid-eighties.  
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Presenting seminal pieces from each of her distinctive bodies of work, this survey exhibition 
explores her pivotal contribution to the development of abstract painting, sculpture, 
conceptual drawing, concrete poetry and performance. From her early paintings, which led 
Frank Stella to proclaim her among the greatest colourists of their time, to her monochrome 
gestural wall works and the large-scale organic sculptural forms that became her hallmark, 
Castoro’s work – long overshadowed by that of her male peers - is a rediscovery to today’s 
audiences. 

Rosemarie Castoro was a central figure of the New York art scene in the 1960s, together with 
her then-husband Carl Andre, and her Soho loft studio became a hub for Sol Lewitt, Richard 
Long, Lawrence Weiner, Lee Lozano, Michael Heizer, Robert Smithson, Seth Siegelaub and 
other protagonists in the tightly knit scene of the time. One of the few women associated with 
Minimalism, she broke the artistic boundaries of the time by introducing surreal and sexual 
allusions into the rigour of Minimalism. In fact, she playfully rejected the term ‘Minimalist’ in 
relation to her own work, stating in 1986: “I’m not a Minimalist, I’m a Maximust!”. Throughout 
her life she showed a tendency to blend media - declaring herself a ‘paintersculptor’ - and her 
work was pioneering across disciplines. The feminist critic and curator Lucy R. Lippard later 
identified her as a figure who ‘subverted or overrode Minimalism on its own turf’. 

In 1969 Castoro announced the quintessential testimony to her practice in the Concrete Poem 
that gives the exhibition its title:  

WHEREIN LIES THE SPACE 
BETWEEN WAKEFULNESS AND SLEEP 

BETWEEN METHOD AND OBJECT 

Not only does the poem demonstrate the importance of language in her work – she would 
often use wordplay or double entendres in titling her works - but it also maps the territory of 
her interest in the intersections between time and space, the rational and the surreal. 

 
2) Rosemarie Castoro, Red Blue Purple Green Gold, 1965 

Castoro’s early practice was focused predominantly on painting, in which she explored the 
potentialities of the line in successive series of works. Her Prismacolour paintings are each 
organised around a different acute angle and predominately rendered in a single hue. Acrylic 
paint is stroked diagonally across the raw canvas, following the angles set for that work, 
reinforced by parallel pencil lines that are drawn over the painted surface. The all-over 
patterning of her ‘Y’ paintings suggests infinite repetition, reaching out beyond the limits of 
the painted canvas. Her colour compositions range from powerfully intersected, primary tones 
to subtle hues expressing the mood of a specific day. 
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During the late 1960s, Castoro developed an experimental practice consisting of visual and 
conceptual text-based works as well as artist’s Journals. The journals provide precious 
insight into her creative process and testify of a number of key components of her overall 
practice, notably her performative approach. They contain photographs of her performatively 
interacting with her own work by adopting acrobatic poses – a clear extension of her training 
as a dancer. As other conceptual artists of the time, she was inclined to transform mundane 
activities into art. In the Concrete Poetry album A Day in the Life of a Conscientious Objector 
(1968), adapting a term that was used at the time by opponents to the Vietnam War, Castoro 
reflects on her life as an artist through everyday studio activities. 

 
3) Rosemarie Castoro, Land of Lashes, 1976 

By the beginning of the 1970s Castoro abandoned colour in favour of grey-scale graphite 
surfaces. With a broom she began to ‘paint’ the surfaces of these sculptures with an impasto 
of graphite and gesso, creating intensely dynamic gestural paintings, such as the early 
Triptych (1970) installation marking the first step of her paintings literally “coming down from 
the walls”. Among her following wall reliefs are those based on short-hand symbols for the 
initials of artist friends and peers, including Guinness Martin (1972) dedicated to Agnes 
Martin. About her relationship with Martin, Castoro recalled: “I had met Agnes in her studio in 
the late 1960s. We were both painters who made ‘paste-ups’ for a living, with triangles and T-
squares on drafting boards as our tools in trade. Back then painters had a camaraderie, 
meeting through other painters. Often we would meet at bars, or visit each other’s studios 
for tea. In 1972 I made a ‘cut-out’ brush work for Agnes which was part of a series of wall 
sculptures created with a non-art brush that spelled out her name in Pitman shorthand 
‘Guinness Martin’ came about as a disguise of Agnes’s name.”        
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By the mid-1970s her works reveal a surrealist dynamic: she conceptualises herself as a 
female giant inhabiting her studio building with her ‘Giant Brushstroke’ pieces growing out of 
the walls like the imposing Armpit Hair (1972) wall sculpture presented in the exhibition. Her 
later dark organic epoxy sculptures such as Land of Lashes (1976), a phalanx of giant 
eyelashes uncomfortably suggestive of spiders invading the space, address the bodily 
relationship even more directly. 

She worked on large structures of spiky installations made of carved bare wood trunks, such 
as the iconic Beaver’s Trap (1977) titled after the English translation of Castoro’s Italian family 
name. The piece consists of 42 wooden stakes aligned on the perimeter of a square. They are 
arranged so that the tallest stake, about two meters high, stands at one corner of a rectangle, 
which is formed by the remaining stakes generally descending in height to the shortest, about 
30 cm, at the opposite corner. The piece appears structured to achieve a physical balance 
and yet the unique torque and bend of each spike gives the impression it could fall apart any 
moment. In a statement accompanying its first presentation, Castoro described how Beaver’s 
Trap started as a way of self-protection, each stick is carved to balance on end and a 
toppling would ‘alert [her] to danger’. Making clear the work’s erotic connotations, the piece 
became associated with an abstract female erotic trap, related to ‘making the bed for the 
capture of a mate.’ 

4) Rosemarie Castoro, Guinness Martin, 1972  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5) Rosemarie Castoro Flashers, vue d’installation au 780 Third Avenue, New York, 1984  , 

In 1979 Castoro created a new sculptural experiment, the ‘Flashers’, over two meter high 
black steel structures exhibited first in public spaces in Manhattan and by 1983 in Paris on 
the banks of the Seine river. The shape of the ‘Flashers’ originates in a moment when Castoro 
curved and bent a $20 note and stood it upright. The title evokes bodily exposure, ‘the grey 
rain coat that dirty old men wear and flash at innocent girls’, as Castoro explained. Curator 
Tanya Barson stresses Castoro’s ‘interest in manifesting different aspects of sexuality and, 
like flashers themselves, evoking simultaneously the threatening, the comic, and the pathetic’. 
Although Castoro did not identify herself as a feminist, she would come to redefine the fields 
of minimalism, post-minimalism and conceptual art throughout her practice, bridging new 
grounds each time with a renewed sense of female empowerment. 

The exhibition is curated by Anke Kempkes. 
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6) Rosemarie Castoro, Portrait of Rosemarie Castoro in front a  
'Free Standing Wall' in her studio, Spring Street, New York, 1970 

 

ABOUT THE ARTIST 

A Pioneer in the Context of Minimalist and Conceptual Art 

Born in Brooklyn, Rosemarie Castoro lived and worked in New York her entire life, becoming a 
central figure in the city's Minimalist and Conceptualist Art scene.   Finding early inspiration in 
experimental dance and choreography while a student at the Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, and in 
subsequent collaborations with Minimal dancer Yvonne Rainer in the 1960s, Castoro’s work 
throughout her life exhibited a distinctly performative character and understanding of space 
and movement. From 1964 onwards, Castoro created systematic works exploring colour and 
structural compositions in highly innovative experimentations, like her Y-Unit, Interference and 
Inventory paintings and drawings. 
 
 In 1968 - a time of political unrest in the USA - Castoro abandoned colour and started to 
engage with Concept Art, Street Works, Concrete Poetry and Post-Minimal sculpture. In 1969 
and 1970, she participated in Lucy Lippard’s first number shows in Seattle and Vancouver, 
seminal exhibitions that helped define the terms of Conceptual art. Her first solo exhibition was 
at Tibor de Nagy Gallery, New York in 1971, where she exhibited her imposing “Free-Standing 
Walls” and “Giant Brushstrokes”. Alongside gallery shows, Castoro always manifested an 
interest in making and showing art in the street, from her early performative Streetworks to her 
later participation in the event “Art on the Beach” at Battery Park, New York in 
1978.   Throughout her career Castoro lectured at the School of the Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston; University of Colorado; Syracuse University; Pratt Institute and Hunter College, New 
York. She was also involved in activism through the Art Workers’ Coalition, which would meet 
in her studio, and she helped to found the HIV Arts Network (HAN). 

She has participated in numerous solo and group exhibitions, including Distillations at Tibor de 
Nagy and Stable Gallery, New York (1966); Number 7 at Paula Cooper Gallery, New York 
(1969); Biennale de Paris (1971), Paris; Painting 1967-68 at Hal Bromm Gallery, New York 
(1975); Direction 1981 at the Hirschhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, Washington, D.C. 
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(1981); Side by Side: New Acquisitions, The Museum of Modern Art, New York (1985); Knee-
High Flashers at Galerie Arnaud Lefebvre, Paris (1993); 1969 Revisited, NYU Grey Art Gallery, 
New York (1994); Site and Insight: An Assemblage of Artists, MoMA PS1, New York 
(2003); Configurations, MAMCO, Geneva (2005); Land of Lads, Land of Lashes, Galerie 
Thaddaeus Ropac, London (2018). 

Her first major museum retrospective was at MACBA, Barcelona in 2017, followed by a survey 
show at MAMCO, Geneva later this year. 

 
  

 
 

Please share your thoughts on social media 
@ThaddaeusRopac and 

#RosemarieCastoro 

 
For press and visuals, please contact 

Marcus Rothe, marcus.rothe@ropac.net 
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© The Estate of Rosemarie Castoro 
Courtesy Galerie Thaddeus Ropac, London • Paris • Salzburg. 
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1) Rosemarie Castoro, Studio performance in "Beaver's Trap” (détail), 1977,  
Vintage b&w self-timer Polaroid photograph. 8.26 × 10.80 cm (3 ¼ × 4 ¼ in) 
 
2) Rosemarie Castoro, Red Blue Purple Green Gold, 1965 Acrylic on canvas 
182,2 x 361 cm (71,75 x 142,125 in) (RC 1118)  

3) Rosemarie Castoro, Land of Lashes, 1976, 8 sculptures: Steel, fiberglass, epoxy, styrofoam and 
pigment, Installation area 322 x 122 cm (126,77 x 48,03 in) (RC 1006) 
 
4) Rosemarie Castoro, Guinness Martin, 1972  , Masonite, wood, gesso, graphite, and modeling paste  , 
91.44 × 457.20 cm (36 × 180 inches)  

5) Rosemarie Castoro, "Flashers" installation view at 780 Third Avenue, New York, 1984  , B&W print on 
photo paper  , Print: 11,7 x 17,8 cm (4,6 x 7 in)  

6) Rosemarie Castoro, Portrait of Rosemarie Castoro in front a 'Free Standing Wall' in her studio, 
Spring Street, New York, 1970, Vintage B&W Polaroid Photograph, 8,26 x 10,80 cm (3,25 x 4,25 in) (RC 
1148) 
 

 
 


